SNO-FOO AWARD

TO ERR IS HUMAN,
TO FORGET IT WOULD BE DEVINE

This award is to be presented to an individual or group of individuals, for having committed or having been associated with an outstanding “bloop” during the year prior to the annual meeting.

To be considered for this award, the nominee must be a member in good standing of the Eastern Snow Conference.

This award is to be presented and accepted in a manner which is considered to be “in good taste.” No one person or organization will be eligible to qualify for this award more than once. Nominations will be accepted by the ESC Equipment Committee. The decision of the committee is final.

SNO FOO 1992—Tom Niziol

The Sno Foo Award, as always, is a tongue-in-cheek award passed on to those who are willing to accept humor for recognition of some transgression. Needless to say, the U.S. Weather Bureau, in particular the Buffalo group, has not been 100 percent accurate, and therefore a window of error exists. However narrow this window may be, Tom and his colleagues at Buffalo Weather have been selected to be the recipients of this trophy for a few miscues. In reality, it is everyone’s dream to poke fun at weather forecasters. Dreams fulfilled. Thank you, Tom.